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Call: 608.782.8877
Online: www.theboardstoreonline.com
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What does a “new bathroom”
represent to you? It could mean only
replacing the tub or shower with
something new, like removing an
old cast iron or fiberglass tub and
replacing it with a safer attractive
walk-in shower. It could also mean
replacing an old toilet with a new
comfort height toilet to compliment
the safer shower. To completely
update your bathroom may require
new cabinetry, a new sink and faucet,
new lighting and new flooring. In
some cases for accessibility or added
luxury your bathroom renovation
may mean moving walls and
“stealing” space from a bedroom
or closet. Whatever you have in
mind, our experienced designer will
assist you in choosing the products
that best meet your needs, match
your taste, and fit your budget. The
wonderful thing about visiting The
Board Store Showrooms is that you
will find all the products you need
and all the tradesmen necessary to
complete your bathroom makeover.

You will find easy care Jacuzzi
shower and tub options in
attractive colors in smooth, subway,
herringbone, and stone patterns. If
you prefer solid surface or real tile,
you won’t be disappointed. Our
tile showroom is one of the finest
displays in the Midwest. There are
three lines of cabinets, vanity tips and
bowls, toilets, bidets, and all types of
flooring. Superior quality fixtures for

tubs, showers, and sinks and lighting
are all right here. Excellent products
only provide excellent results when
properly installed and you can rest
easy knowing The Board Store
team is made up of skilled craftsmen
including our own carpenters,
electricians, plumber, drywallers,
tile and flooring experts. Start to
finish, all the products and people
to complete your bath project, big or
small.

With everything in one place
and complete control we are more
efficient which saves you money
and time. Board Store prices are
typically lower than others and, now,
during our Early Bird Home Show,
prices are the lowest of the year. All
that and a ten year workmanship
warranty on every installation.

Thanks for reading to the end,
Hope to see you soon.

Owner
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